
A l k e m i e  
The art of transforming something common into something precious 

Handmade in Los Angeles, California 

30% PRODUCTION DEPOSIT  

OPENING ORDER $800 
MIN REORDER $300 

PAYMENT- PREPAY OR CREDIT CARD 
VISA, MASTER CARD, AMX 

OUT OF FACTORY: A/R-11/19 
Usually takes @ 6-8 weeks 

RING SIZES all sizes and half  sizes ok 

Pieces are forged from 100% RECLAIMED METAL  
Made of 100% responsibly sourced re-purposed materials, never mined or bringing harm 

to the planet 
(Copper, Sterling & Zinc blend and are Lead & Nickel free) 

All Pieces are available in Gold Patina  
Designs are also available in reclaimed 14kt., 18kt. Gold or reclaimed Sterling Silver (pricing 

will be quoted as requested) 
Bracelets- ladies 7 ½ ‘’, men 8” can request larger/smaller 

$60-$120 

Made of 100% responsibly sourced re-purposed 
materials, never mined or bringing harm to the planet 



Order writing: note style number, plus note design: Ear-Neck-BR-Cuff, color, cost  

Neck & Bracelets- Leather styles available in Black or Chocolate Brown 

Belts-Vintage strips come   Brown can be tooled or smooth, Black- smooth 
- Polished strips- clean smooth leather can be chocolate brown or black 

Belt Sizing: (Hip)  

Most of our belts are sized on a hip scale: 5 holes/ measured from center hole on strip 
• Small 32"  , Medium 34", Large 36", Extra Large 38" 
- Talking points: 
- our blend is copper, sterling and zinc. 
- we use 100% reclaimed metals. 
- anything is available in reclaimed gold (14/18/22kt) or reclaimed sterling—price upon 

request. 
- there is no nickel, lead or plating in our designs! 
- most cuffs are malleable. 
- our necklaces can be worn long or doubled to be worn short, 
- everything is handmade in LA. 
- we are a husband and wife team. 
- we have been designing this collection for 10 years and were one of the first collections 

to cast our designs with a reclaimed metal blend. 
- we have a very unique handmade mobile shoppe that is on the malibu pier in the 

summer and topanga canyon in the winter … 
-
- our leather choices-available in chocolate or black.. 
- stone “mask holders” are available in semi-precious stones labradorite, rainbow 

tourmaline, or pyrite… 
- charm options are moon, hamza, or leaf-please see website on how to wear 
- (this style is not in linebook,so code it as MASK),$70 for short or $85 long… 
- Website -retail is 2.2 mark up. 
-

       



Made of 100% responsibly sourced re-purposed 
materials, never mined or bringing harm to the 
planet 

NECKLACES   can be worn long, or double to be worn short   
Necklaces are perhaps the most mystical and magical piece of jewelry in existence. Throughout 
history, they have held a special place in ceremonial and spiritual contexts. Necklaces can be 
seen as a power accessory— something that imparts the wearer with strength and energy to take 
on their day and take charge of their reality. Find your power with our diverse designs. Made of 
100% responsibly sourced re-purposed materials, never mined or bringing harm to the planet.  

Leather necklaces: Leather comes from sustainable cattle ranchers and is dyed with non-toxic 
earth friendly dye.   Leather is available in black or chocolate.  

BRACELETS    Ladies: 7 ½”, Men 8’’       
Our cuffs are inspired by the strength and beauty of nature. Just like you, our cuffs don’t have to choose 
between being beauKful or bold, adventurous or reflecKve. Our designs reflect the balance of Mother 
Nature herself, so that you can harness her energy too! Made of 100% responsibly sourced repurposed 
materials, never mined or bringing harm to the planet. 

Leather comes from sustainable cattle ranchers and is dyed with non-toxic earth friendly dye.   
Leather is available in black or chocolate.  
CUFFS 
Our cuffs are inspired by the strength and beauty of nature. Just like you, our cuffs don’t have to choose 
between being beauKful or bold, adventurous or reflecKve. Our designs reflect the balance of Mother 
Nature herself, so that you can harness her energy too! Made of 100% responsibly sourced repurposed 
materials, never mined or bringing harm to the planet. 

RINGS    available in any size , half sizes available 
Rings have adorned human hands since as far back as 2500 BC. In fact, the belief in our “ring finger” 
connecKng a vein straight to one’s heart has been around since the Ancient Romans and EgypKans. Our 
rings suit any style, (and any finger). They are great for stacked looks, or as one-off statement pieces. 
From delicate doves and daisies, to big and bold designs, there’s certainly an Alkemie ring that’s right for 
you. Made of 100% responsibly sourced repurposed materials, never mined or bringing harm to the 
planet. 
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